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Abstract

This paper discusses epistemological aspects of the new �eld of embod-

ied Arti�cial Intelligence and its consequences for the study of cognition.

It is argued that the new emphasis on bodily phenomena fundamentally

changes the nature of cognitive theories and the way these theories are

formed. This result is based on an analysis of conventional Cognitive Sci-

ence methodology as it has been succinctly described by Herbert Simon.

It is argued that the inherently dynamic and physical nature of embodied

AI can serve to correct oversimplifying assumptions of Cognitive Science

methodology.

1 Cognitive Modeling Methodology

Cognitive Science is proud of its role as a prototypical interdisciplinary science.

Its commentators and epistemologists regard it as a noteworthy example for

overcoming the diversi�cation of science in order to study a problem that has

puzzled (at least some) humans for more than 2500 years: cognition. The inte-

gration of areas as diverse as philosophy, psychology, computer science, arti�cial

intelligence, linguistics and medicine arose from the unifying power of compu-

tational models. Today, the study of the phenomena of cognition by means of

computer models that are designed, developed, implemented and tested by peo-

ple who are not computer scientists has become part of an accepted and widely

propagated methodology.

However, recent developments in Arti�cial Intelligence, which is often re-

garded as Cognitive Science's more technical counterpart, suggest that this ap-

proach to modeling cognition may be constructed on weak grounds. What has

nowadays become known as \embodied AI" challenges a sizeable number of the

foundations on which the methods of Cognitive Science were built. In order to
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fully understand the changes that embodied AI induces, a closer look on some

tacit assumptions of conventional Cognitive Science methodology is necessary.

1.1 Functions of Interfaces

A possible answer to the question as to how Cognitive Science should be pursued

can be found in Herbert Simon's book \The Sciences of the Arti�cial" and

subsequent papers (Simon 69; Simon 80; Simon 95). Although the title of the

book seems to refer to technical products only, it addresses the problem of

modeling and the study of intelligent systems as well. The paper (Simon 80)

puts Cognitive Science in the list of \sciences of the arti�cial". Simon de�nes as

the objects of these sciences everything which is in a very broad sense designed,

regardless of whether it is an artifact or an altered natural object (e.g. a farmer's

�eld). As opposed to the natural scientist who seeks to explain how things are,

the scientist of the arti�cial \is concerned with how things ought to be { how they

ought to be in order to attain goals, and to function" (Simon 1969, p.7). The

distinguishing feature of artifacts, goal attainment, is not only a characteristic

of technical products. It is also an element in our analysis of natural, living

systems, in fact of any system that can be said to adapt to its environment in

some sense. The nature of this adaptation implies some sort of `striving for the

goal of being adapted'. Thereby, Simon suggests an inherent similarity between

the natural (adaptive) system and the arti�cial (designed) technical product.

This similarity is based on the relation of both kinds of systems to their

environment, something that is conventionally called function. This function

describes the relation of a system to the outside environment and thereby de-

�nes an interface. This interface introduces a clear separation of the inner sys-

tem structure from its interface and thus from interactions within and with the

system. As an example, consider a computer program. With respect to its \en-

vironment", i.e. a user of the program, only the functional relation is of interest.

How these functions become implemented is only of secondary importance.

This separation seems to be useful also for epistemic purposes. Very often

it is the case that knowledge about the function or the purposes of a system

allows us to predict its behavior. This is true even when the internal structure

of a system remains concealed. Knowing the fact that a program serves to

add numbers, for example, allows to predict its large-scale behavior, although

its details may remain unknown. This approach to the problem of studying

purposive systems and artifacts is further supported by the observation that

the success of some process of adaption is usually only dependent on a small set

of environmental characteristics, not on all of them. The result of such a view

is the description of artifacts and \similar" systems by means of the interface

between the system and its environment. It is true that we are still interested

in the internal realization of a function, but this realization can happen in many

di�erent and (functionally) equivalent ways.
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1.2 Internal Realizations

Such a view of adaptive, cognitive and intelligent systems has severe conse-

quences for the basic strategies used when it comes to modeling a concrete

system. Simon's book and the results of classical Arti�cial Intelligence support

a speci�c way of how to develop the internal structure of an internally unknown

system that is only characterized by its I-O behavior. It consists in modular

and functional decomposition, \symbolic" interfaces of the systems and their

components and in a separation of the systems under study in domains of ex-

pertise.

1.2.1 Hierarchical Decomposition

The hierarchical organization of many complex systems eases, according to Si-

mon, their description very much.

It has been observed empirically for a long time that most many-component

systems|both those observed in nature and those devised by man|have

a hierarchical architecture. That is to say, viewed from the top down,

they can be divided into subsystems that are divided in turn into sub-

subsystems, and so on,. . . (Simon 95, p.111)

Systems of such a structure have an important advantage over arbitrary sys-

tems: they can be described by separate descriptions of the system's parts, i.e.

they are decomposable. In such systems, we can distinguish between the interac-

tions among subsystems and the interactions within subsystems (i.e. among the

parts of those subsystems). If the intra-component linkages are much stronger

than inter-component linkages, then the corresponding systems can be easily

described by nearly-decomposable matrices. Very often then, these matrices

will contain many instances of the same kind of matrix, i.e. it is possible to

describe the system as being made up of many parts which posses the same

characteristics.

This feature is so important for cognitive models, because in such systems

the short-run behavior of subsystems will be approximately independent of other

components and the long-run behavior of one component depends only in an

aggregate way on other components.

[R]esemblance in behavior of systems without identity of the inner systems

is particularly feasible if the aspects in which we are interested arise out

of the organization of the parts, independently of all but a few properties

of the individual components. (Simon 69, p.21)

Of course, the objections from the theory of complex systems concerning emer-

gent phenomena are very well known to Simon. This is why he goes on to

eliminate such problems through the introduction of `nearly-decomposable sys-

tems'.
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1.2.2 Decomposition and Simulation

It may be the case that natural systems are not completely hierarchic and

decomposable in their nature. In this case, we have to deal with systems that

possess interacting modules which can produce global phenomena. If, however,

the interaction is driven only at low dynamics such that the di�erence between

a system and its model is negligibly small for short prediction periods. If this is

the case, then the construction of a model, or a computer simulation, becomes

easy. All we have to do now is to

� capture the functions of interest through the description of interfaces,

� separate the system into parts that exhibit high intra-component and low

inter-component linkages,

� simulate the functions of the interface,

� make a prediction by short-term evaluations of the model behavior.

Simon's important argument here is that such a realization may not be \identi-

cal" to the processes in the real system (in case of a naturally realized function),

but we can gain many insights in the nature of the observed phenomenon, even

if we do not know very much about the system at �rst, cf. (Simon 69, p.20)

While expert systems and cognitive simulations are subject to quite dif-

ferent internal constraints (the physics of computers versus the biology

of brains), when they are performing the same tasks they are subject to

the same external constraints|the same task demands. To the extent

that the task requirements are numerous and heavy, these requirements

may reveal themselves in fundamental similarities between the programs

that perform them, however dissimilar the means of implementation at

the lowest hardware level{the inner constraints. (Simon 95, p.122)

1.3 Symbolic Interfaces

The emphasis of the interface as the location where function is realized also leads

to an emphasis of the symbolic characteristics of this interface. The properties

of the interface are mainly described by the (static) data that is exchanged here,

while the (dynamic) processes, usually inside the system, only serve to realize

the external functions. This de�nition is paired with the consideration that

the functional capabilities of cognitive systems are mainly related to symbol

processing. According to Simon, intelligent systems

must have means for acquiring information from the external environment

that can be encoded into internal symbols, as well as means for producing

symbols that initiate action upon the environment. Thus it must use sym-

bols to designate objects and relations and actions in the world external

to the system.
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This designation happens primarily by means of a symbolic interface at which

symbols determine the relation to the outside world.

1.4 Summary

The methodology that Simon has argued for since 1969 and which has since

been followed by many members of the AI and Cognitive Science community

centers around the construction of a computational model of cognitive phenom-

ena. These models are designed with an emphasis on the interface between the

system and its environment. This interface is designed so as to contain only

those elements which seem to be the relevant aspects for the phenomena under

study. The main interest will be in short-term predictions of the system behav-

ior. This behavior basically means the data that is exchanged over a primarily

symbolic interface. The internal realization of the necessary functions are based

on a (functional) decomposition into components with high intra-component

and low inter-component linkages.

2 Implications for Cognitive Science

It is true, of course, that the above description of Simon's proposal is necessarily

short and not everybody in the Cognitive Science community subscribes to this

methodology. However, it is also true that this approach to system modeling is

widely accepted and an active �eld in modeling cognitive phenomena.

Some aspects of this methodology have often been critizised. Everything

that centers around the notion of `symbolic' interfaces and processing has been

subject to intense debates, which need not be repeated here. However, further

consequences of such a methodological approach deserve similar attention. The

implications of the methodology are (amongst others) that

1. cognition turns into a purely formal problem,

2. the notion of time is eliminated on all levels of the construction of a model,

3. data and processes become separated by means of the interface,

4. physical constraints of the system are neglected,

5. the interaction dynamics of the system and its environment turns into the

simple problem of \running the model" at the right speed,

6. internal realizations of functions are modeled as consisting of loosely cou-

pled modules.

The concentration on (symbolic) data that ows through interfaces leads

to a reformulation of cognitive problems as mere computational tasks. These
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tasks consist in calculating the right mappings from and to data at the inter-

face. Once the problem has been reformulated as such a purely computational

procedure, the internal system time becomes completely separated from time

external to the system. One reason for this consists in the fact that the notion

of computation does not contain any concept of time. Computation consists in

generating a state-transition sequence, in which the states contain all the infor-

mation necessary for the algorithm to function properly. The data part of the

sequence is the function to be realized, the internal process is the realization of

the function.

Once we have separated the problem in this manner, the task of getting the

system dynamics right turns into a problem of calculating the proper function

at the right speed. The calculation does not necessarily have to be driven

by events external to the system. All we have to do now is to ensure that

the calculation happens fast enough. Since the system function is regarded as

a purely formal characteristic, physical constraints of the system are only of

secondary importance. The question of main scienti�c interest is now, how to

construct modules of realizations that serve to provide the proper data I-O.

This strategy has lead to a great number of computational models of cogni-

tive phenomena, in which the bodily basis of human cognition has been widely

neglected. This neglect is true on two levels, one being the internal realiza-

tion, the other being the fact that the `interface' for the human mind is not

at all symbolic but biological. Today, external time constraints on cognitive

processes are largely neglected. All that seems to matter is getting the mapping

of some prede�ned I-O right and testing the generated model with respect to

this interface behavior.

Cognition, however, can also be seen as something completely di�erent from

this view. Cognition can be regarded as that which makes proper human action

possible, as something that serves to produce the right behavior to cope with

life. This alternative view of cognition is central to the embodied approach.

Embodied models do not share many of the characteristics outlined above and

have completely di�erent implications for Cognitive Science, because they model

a di�erent class of systems.

3 The Embodied Approach

In its short history, embodied Arti�cial Intelligence has challenged a sizeable

number of traditional positions in Cognitive Science, such as cognitivism and

objectivism. The challenge lies in embodied AI's attack on a fundamental as-

sumption of modern Western science. Dating back to medieval philosophy this

assumption has been the primacy of the mental in the study of cognition. Em-

bodied AI tries to replace this predominance of the mental, rational and the

abstract by an emphasis on the bodily basis of cognition (Brooks 91). It is

based on the idea that in order study intelligent cognizers it is necessary to
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have them directly and dynamically interact with the world. This departure

from traditional approaches is paralleled by an increasing importance which the

physical structure of the cognitive agent plays.

Interestingly, embodied AI did not originate as a theoretical approach to the

problem of cognition but as a response to technical problems mainly within the

�eld of robotics. The main di�culty for the robotic engineer was getting the

interaction dynamics of the robot right. The traditional approaches to building

robot control architectures were highly similar to the method pointed out above.

The systems consisted of modules that were based on functional decompositions.

Each module served to realize a clearly de�ned I-O function. The whole process

of moving the robot through its environment was supposed to be an information

processing task consisting in mapping inputs at data interfaces to outputs at

interfaces. Internal system time was not in accord with what was going on

outside the robot. For a very long time, roboticists believed that the time

constraints could be neglected, since there would be a day when processors

would become fast enough for realizing the desired calculations just in time.

It should be added that the technical motivations were also accompanied by

considerations about the body as the origin of mental properties. They range

from linguistically oriented work (Lako� 87) to more philosophically motivated

research (Johnson 87) or (Varela et al. 91).

3.1 Consequences of the New Approach

Nowadays, it has become largely accepted in Arti�cial Intelligence, that the

notion of embodiment changes the constructs used for the generation of intel-

ligently behaving systems (mostly robots). Embodied AI has been shown to

improve on the dynamical qualities of intelligent embodied systems, i.e. to get

the interaction dynamics right. However, the structures of the new embodied

control programs are very di�erent from the traditional ones.

Robot control tasks are no longer considered to be of a purely formal nature.

To the roboticist in embodied AI it is unimportant whether she realizes a func-

tion by means of a computational procedure or a physical characteristic of the

robot. This does not matter as long as we get the interaction dynamics right.

The control task is not considered as a purely computational I-O mapping, but

as a combination of a physically and informationally transducing process that

serves to generate \intelligent" bodily behavior. The realization of these con-

trol tasks do not happen by means of functional modules with clearly de�ned

interfaces.

Brooks' subsumption architecture (Brooks 85) has become known as a highly

complex control system that is not based on a methodological approach which is

anywhere near similar to Simon's. Overall system goals are described in terms

of processes that lead to their ful�llment, not in terms of I-O characteristics

and (symbolic) data abstractions. The process-oriented methods blur the algo-

rithmic view of the traditional approach. These schemes come with an inherent
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parallelism in which internal system time can be given a straightforward in-

terpretation since every single process interacts with the world. A reasonable

notion of time thus consists in the delay that is needed for every individual

module's interaction with the environment.

As a further consequence, the modules themselves are not driven at low

dynamics and indeed cannot. The individual components in a typical subsump-

tion architecture are constructed so as to interact dynamically at high rates.

Thereby, the system turns into a complex aggregate, which is by no simple

means decomposable into its \parts". Such a system cannot be simulated by

simulating its parts and then putting the results together in an aggregate way.

Even short-term predictions can be completely misguided, because the system

must be analyzed as a whole and in interaction with its environment.

The central dogma of embodied AI is, of course, that it is necessary to study

intelligence as a bodily phenomenon. This view has at least three profound

consequences for the structure of cognitive models. Firstly, cognition should

not be viewed in separation of its bodily substrate. (This is not very di�erent

from large parts of cognitive science, e.g. neuroscience.) Secondly, cognition is

regarded as something that drives the body and operates in close contact with

the body's environment. Thirdly, cognitive models should possess a body, too.

This last requirement follows from the consideration that physical constraints

play an important role in generating the right behavior. It is much easier to

study these constraints with a physical system that `automatically' inherits the

necessary constraints from the real world (Prem 95).

As a consequence of these considerations it can be seen that embodied AI

generates models with properties which are very di�erent from traditional ap-

proaches. The dramatic departure from mere simulations has also changed the

kind of questions asked by embodied AI researchers about cognitive phenomena.

3.2 Implications

For the embodied AI researcher who is interested in cognitive modeling (as

opposed to merely getting the robots right)

� cognition is not viewed in separation of its bodily substrate,

� cognition is a timely process driven by forces internal and external to the

system,

� cognition happens in close interaction with the world, often in order to

manipulate the world.

This new view of cognition not only changes the kind of cognitive models, but

also has severe consequences for what kind of phenomena are of interest and

how they are studied. Cognitive processes are now embedded in a context in

which the system's purposeful interaction with the world plays a major role.
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The study and modeling of cognitive phenomena thus starts with an analysis

of bodily processes as well as mere \mental" ones. This leads to a list of model

requirements which contains physical as well as time constraints.

Some have criticized the new approach as being purely behavorist (e.g. Tsot-

sos 95). This refutation is often based on a misunderstanding of the embodied

approach as purely \reactive". The emphasis of reaction to external forces is a

consequence of the need to get the interaction dynamics right. It is not a cen-

tral dogma of the embodied approach that no internal representations exist.

1

In

fact, embodied AI is anti-behavorist in many respects. It asks questions about

the purpose of actions, refers to states internal to the cognizer, and some even

model motivational and emotional aspects of intelligent beings (Balkenius 95).

3.3 Embodied Theories of Cognition: Examples

We are now in a position to see how this approach changes the theories formed

about cognitive phenomena. The following four examples show how the em-

bodied perspective inuences Cognitive Science research. They range from a

di�erent action-oriented explanation for a known phenomenon, to the descrip-

tion of a newly observed body-based interaction phenomenon, to a new research

proposal for linguistics, to new cognitive models based on robot control.

3.3.1 Imagined Action

Mental rotation of objects is a historically important experiment to support the

hypothesis of iconic mental representations (Cooper 76). The response times

in these experiments suggest a strong resemblance of mental rotation to the

perception of rotary motion. New experiments by Wohlschlager (1996) allow a

di�erent explanation of this phenomenon. If test subjects are asked to perform

a manual rotation task during mental rotation, interference between the two

processes occurs, dependent on the rotation axes. When mental and manual

rotation occur in the same direction, response times are considerably higher.

The coincidence of the axes turned out to be the important factor and could

shown to be not due to kinesthetic feedback elicited by the execution of hand

movements.

From an embodied perspective these results suggest that mental rotation is

in fact a case of \embodied" (but imagined) action. Wohlschlager suggests that

the supplementary motor area and the posterior parietal cortex closely work

together in translating spatial information into motor commands. This theory

is also supported by the fact that a temporal change in overall activity occurs

from frontal to parietal locations. These results and the way the question was

studied are typical for the embodied approach. The phenomenon is studied

in relation to a bodily phenomenon: physical interaction with the world and

1

This is true despite the fact that Brooks has written an article entitled \Intelligence

without Representation".
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with respect to temporal characteristics of the underlying process (the spatio-

temporal activity pattern). Imagination is regarded as part of an interactive

bodily process rather than a phenomenon to be studied as a mere problem of

\visual transformation".

In this context, the interest of researchers in the �eld shows a shift towards

the inuences of the body to mental representations. Work in this area ranges

from the inuence of body postures on the way how neurons represent visual

�eld information (Graziano et al. 94) to interaction based imagination schemes

for robots (Stein 94).

3.3.2 Interactive External Representations

While the previous examples may change the way in which cognitive models

deal with internal representations, the following newly observed body-based

interaction phenomenon could contribute to new approaches in the area of `ab-

stract problem solving'. The usual way in which cognitive tasks (like the famous

\8-puzzle") are modeled consists in an abstract problem space, which is sym-

bolically manipulated or heuristically searched. New results by Ballard et al.

(to appear 97) propose a di�erent approach to abstract problem solving. In

the experiments, subjects are asked to copy a template pattern using a set of

resource patterns through mouse-based computer interaction. The patterns are

simple coloured boxes arranged in a rectangular structure. The copy should

be achieved as quickly as possible. Traditional cognitive theories would suggest

that subjects try to remember as much of the template pattern as possible,

then take the coloured plates and put them in the working area. However, an

analysis of the subject's eye movements and the interaction dynamics suggests

a di�erent view of what happens here. It seems that the persons only try to

remember colour �rst, and use a second gaze to the template pattern in order

to get the placement information. It seems as if the brain would use a strategy

that minimizes remembered information based on highly dynamic information

collection in the environment.

Ballard et al. propose that the reason for such a cognitive strategy could

lie in the fact that certain motor programs are especially simple described if

they make use of such deictic references. Instead of directing the arm to a

position in world coordinates, the motor program uses the actual �xation point

of the eye as a relative origin. The interesting point here is that a seemingly

abstract problem like \copy a template pattern" turns into a highly body-based

interaction phenomenon with the environment. Once such an understanding of

a simple copy task has been gained, it may well change our approach to even

more abstract problems like the \8-puzzle" or solving crosswords.
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3.3.3 Linguistic Research

The emphasis of embodied approaches can also lead to new linguistic research

programs. As an example, one may consider new approaches to analyzing back-

channel feedback in speech, i.e. the grunts and other acknowledgements pro-

duced by a listener in a conversation. Ward (1997) has presented a system that

is capable of producing back-channel feedback in real-time such that normal

persons do not usually realize the fact that a computer produces the grunts. He

proposes that the embodied perspective, the study and synthesis of physical be-

havior, is relevant for social behavior also. If so, then real-time responsiveness,

rather than better phoneme recognition, is a top priority for the construction

of spoken language systems and for the study of language. This shift of interest

towards embodied, real-time and real-data tasks comes along with an emphasis

of aspects of linguistic research that have often been neglected. Language use is

not only about conveying meaning, responsiveness and other low-level language

behaviors are also fundamental to human communication, and may turn out to

be essential for furthering our understanding of the involved cognitive processes.

3.3.4 Cog-nitive Model

One of the most prominent robot projects today is the construction of the

humanoid robot \Cog" at the MIT AI laboratory (Brooks & Stein, 1994). The

control architecture for this robot is designed with cognitive questions in mind.

However, the control as far as it has been developed now, is completely di�erent

from what Simon suggests. It is the prototypical example of an inherently

highly parallel system that controls the robot body in order to achieve high

interaction dynamics. The modularization of the control system is based on time

considerations rather than clear functional separations. Although the system

is still under construction, it can be seen already, that the control structures

utilize the physics of the system. For example, the robot has been programmed

to \play" with people by taking and passing a ball. The computational time

delays make the system appear as if there would be turn-taking between the

robot and the human player. This is a typical example of something that looks

like a (cognitive) control process, but is really only an emergent property of

internal (computation) and external (physics) constraints. The important point

is that the mere fact of trying to control a human-like body in real time severely

changes the investigated cognitive architectures.

3.4 Tradition

As of today, the consequences of the embodied approach to cognition must be

regarded in a di�erentiated way. It would be premature to grant that embodied

AI breaks with all traditional accounts of cognitive phenomena. The classical

views of rationality throughout cognitive science are in close relation to the
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phenomena associated with human linguistic capabilities. Ideas, imaginations,

beliefs, and other mental phenomena are often studied as if they were of inher-

ently language-like nature. This tradition is also present within the community

of embodied cognition research. Proponents of this approach extensively refer

to authors such as Johnson (87) or Lako� (87) who argue that the basis of mean-

ing and understanding in humans is the body and its environmental interaction.

A closer look at their understanding of meaning and metaphor reveals another

exclusive concentration on human linguistic capabilities.

4 Conclusion

It is to soon to fully judge the implications of embodied approaches to Cognitive

Science. It could be shown, however, that regarding cognition as a bodily phe-

nomenon changes the character of cognitive theories and the way in which they

are constructed. The models that embodied Cognitive Science generates can

be said to be models of systems, di�erent from those modeled by conventional

approaches. This claim is based on the observation that

� other kind of phenomena are of scienti�c interest,

� these phenomena are put in a body-based context and studied with respect

to bodily interaction with the world,

� time becomes an integral part of the cognitive models,

� the physics of the cognitive system is considered important and serves to

realize cognitive functions.

Embodied approaches mark a chance to complement and correct some oversim-

plifying assumptions that exist today in Cognitive Science.
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